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r.M]H SEMESTER DIPLOMA EXAMINA]'ION IN MECHAMCAL
ENGINEERING 

- MARCH, 2OI 5

POWER PLANT ENGINEERING

(Maximum marks : 100)

llnstructions : - Steam table and Mollier chart allowed inside the
examination hall.l

ffrme :3 hours

PART-A

(Marimum mmks : 10)

Marks

I Answsr the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. List four accessories used in a boiler.

2. State critical temperature and pressue of steam.

3. Define nozAeefficiency.

4. Describe a reaction turbine.

5. Name three types of moderator used in a nuclear reactor. (5x2=10)

PART-B

(Ma:iimum marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Explain the working of fi.sible plug with a simple sketch.

2. Explain camot cycle with steam as working substance.

3. Enumerate the factors affecting vacuum effrciency in a condensor.

4. Derive an expression to determine ttre exit velocity of steam though a conve{gent

noz)e-

5. Compare open cycle gas turbine and closed cycle gas turbine.

6. Explain chain reaction.

7. Enumerate the applications of solar energy. (5x6=30)
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PART_{

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fisll question from each unit. Each firll question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr-l

m (a) Compare fire tube boiler and water tube boiler. 7

O) Determine the quantity of heat required to produce lkg of steam at a presssure

of 6 bar and a temperature of 25"C under the following conditions.

(i) When the steam is wet and hewing a dryness fraction of 0.9 ?

(ii) When the steam is saturated ?

(iii) When it is superheated at constant pressure at 250'C assuming the mean

specific heat of superheated steam to be 2.3KJ/kgK. 8

On

(a) Explain the construction and working of a Nestler boiler with the help of a
neat diagram.

(b) Steam enters an engine at a pressure of 12 bar with 67"C of superheat. It is
exhausted at a pressure of 0.15 bar and 0.95 dry. Find the drop in enthalpy of
the steam.

UNm-II

(a) Explain with simple line sketch the working of a double acting steam engine.

O) A nozAe dischmges 0.9 dry steam at 12 bN absolute in to a reservoir wherc the

pressure is 0.15 bm absolute. The diameter of the nozzle at the throat is l0mm.
If the flow is frictionless and adiabatic, what mass of steam will pass tluough
the nozzle per minute ?

On

(a) Explain parallel flow jet condensor with the help of simple line sketch.

(b) Dry saturated steam at a pressure of 15 bar enters in a nozzle and is
discharged at a pressure of 1.5 bar. Find the final velocity of steam when
the initial velocity of steam is negligible. If 10% of heat drop is lost due to
friction, find the percentage reduction in the fuel velocity.

UNIr-III

(a) Explain the working of constant pressure closed cycle gas turbine with the

help of simple line diagram.

(b) A simple closed cycle gas turbine plant receives air at 1 bar and 15"C and

compresses it to 5 bar and then heated to 800'C in the heating chamber. The

hot air expands in a turbine back to I bar. Calculate the pow€r developed per

kilogram of air supplied per second. Take CP for the air as lkJ/ KgK.

VI

VT

On
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.' , VIII 1a; Explain the prinoiple of jet proputsion with the help of sirnple line diagrarn. 7

h) Explain the urcrking of diesel power plant wittr the hglp of simple line diagram. 8t(
I

Ur.nr-lV ,

,,

D( (a) Explain the consfiuction and working of a nuclear reactor with the help of
a simple sketch. 7

' 6) Explain Sohr gryin & .iet wirh,tk he$ oi simple lirrc sketch. 8...:.;'
On

' X (a) Explain *re unrking of hty*o el power plant fiih trc trclp o-f simple lhe
,': diagrarn:. 7
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